ETT Report: No. 21  

**Reporting period:** 26 June–2 July 2017

**Bama, Chibok, Damboa, Dikwa, Gubio, Gwoza, Jere, Kaga, Kala Balge, Konduga, Monguno, and Ngala**

### New IDP arrivals recorded during the period

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Bama  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

344 individuals (INDs) arrived at Bama General Hospital camp from Banki IDP camp. 28 INDs arrived at Banki town from Bula Manga. 948 INDs arrived at Banki IDP camp from Kolofata in Cameroon. 21 INDs arrived at Banki IDP camp from Wasala ward in Bama LGA.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Chibok  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

13 INDs arrived from Gumsuri ward in Damboa LGA. 11 INDs arrived at Mbalala ward from Karagau community of Likama ward, Chibok LGA.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Damboa  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

22 INDs arrived at Damboa town from Kwamdi, Gumsuri ward of Damboa LGA. 14 INDs arrived from Girei LGA of Adamawa State. 9 INDs arrived from Maisandari ward, Maiduguri M.C. LGA.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Dikwa  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

64 INDs arrived at Dikwa from Gulumba ward in Bama LGA. 78 INDs arrived from Masaule community, Afuye ward of Dikwa LGA. 56 INDs arrived at Dikwa from Masa community in Muliyi ward of Dikwa LGA.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Gubio  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

7 INDs arrived from Bulunkutu Kasuwa, Maisandari ward of Maiduguri M.C. LGA. Immediate response: On 1 July 2017, Catholic Relief Services distributed food items to the community in Gubio.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Gwoza  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

234 INDs arrived in Gwoza town from Fadagwe and Lakwadisas villages in Hambagda ward of Gwoza LGA; many of them recently escaped Boko Haram captivity. 34 INDs arrived at Gwoza town from Bakasi camp. Immediate response: MSF and WHO provided the new arrivals with medical care, NFI and Food items. 30 INDs arrived at Pulka from Ngoshe ward of Gwoza LGA. Needs include food, NFI and health care.

### DTM and ETT Cumulative Number of IDPs by LGA

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Jere  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

236 INDs arrived at Custom House Camp in Dusuman ward of Jere LGA from Gawa ward in Mafa LGA.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Kaga  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

31 INDs arrived at Kaga town from Shuwari Abalam village in Kaga LGA.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Kala Balge  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

107 INDs arrived at Rann “A” IDP camp from Sigal ward of Kala Balge LGA. 62 INDs arrived at Rann “A” camp from Abuhamsa, Bama LGA. Needs include shelter, food and NFI. Tarpaulins for shelter were distributed to households in Kala Balge (1 per HH) by the Red Cross, on 1 July 2017.

#### Location

**STATE:** Borno  
**LGA:** Konduga  
**Trigger:** Voluntary relocation  

54 INDs arrived at Boarding Primary School Camp from Yale ward in Konduga LGA.

#### Arrival:

36 INDs arrived at Government Senior Science Secondary School camp in Monguno from Baga, kukawa LGA. 7 INDs arrived from Difa in Niger and 3 INDs arrived from Lingir in Guzamala LGA. 47 INDs arrived at Monguno town from Buduwa, Marte LGA.  
**Departure:** 34 INDs left Monguno for Birimari in Nganzai LGA. Needs include food, shelter and NFI.  
**ETT Report:** 56 INDs arrived at Ngala from Manawaji, Tunokalia ward of Ngala LGA. 87 INDs arrived at Ngala from Wulgo ward, Ngala LGA. Needs include food, NFI and Shelter.
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